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DCH at Scale: On-boarding Proof-of-Concept at a Queensland Hospital Site
Metro North Health (MNH) has a diverse set of buildings with large variability in age and systems contained within. 
Like many hospital buildings, they are in a constant state of flux and receive continual and ongoing upgrades. While
telemetry and sensors have the ability to generate large datasets, most of them are inaccessible due to on-premise 
data silos coupled with inconsistent naming conventions, while electricity and gas invoices arrive as PDF or paper 
documents. Modelling data becomes a per-building activity, making scalable application development an 
impossibility. Without a standard metadata schema, application development cannot happen across the entire 
sector. This project will allow MNH to trial the CSIRO cloud based platform the Smart Building Data Clearing House 
(DCH).
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 1 SUMMARY

 1.1 Background

The DCH 9 project is a proof of concept research and development project devised to onboard Heating, Ventilation 
and Air-Conditioning (HVAC) systems at a large complex of buildings at a Queensland hospital site – Royal Brisbane 
and Women’s Hospital – (circa 100,000 m2) into the iHub Smart Building Data Clearing House (DCH). This will allow 
scalability testing of the DCH and improve the development of the Brick building data model (schema and ontology) to 
support a wider range of use cases. The rich data set collated will allow the development of advanced applications 
and services.

Bar-tech Automation is the current controls integrator at four hospital sites and has developed rich data sets for 
analysis and integration. The project posits that automation of on-boarding existing building management control 
systems (BMCS) is achievable at scale by developing automated commissioning tools and moving towards a real-time
messaging bus for building plant and equipment. The project used a measurement and verification (M&V) application 
hosted in the DCH to begin to develop a baseline, and reports have been developed in Microsoft Power BI tool against
the REETSEF KPIs for the beneficiary; Metro North Health’s (MNH) Royal Brisbane and Women's Hospital site. 

Hospitals have extensive flexible demand resources and an interest in reducing their carbon footprint under mandates 
from State Governments. Metro North Health is actively pursuing portfolio-wide, or enterprise BMS for integration of 
assets and energy optimisation to assist in this task and has an interest in developing their requirements further, 
informed by the outcomes of this project.

 1.2 Executive summary

The DCH9 project achieved the following objectives:

Documentation: reference design for DCH on-boarding, training and manuals completed (Buildings Evolved)

On-boarding a building from a building metadata viewpoint is challenging due to a lack of standardisation between 
buildings. The project investigated several methods for on-boarding slow-changing asset data at the hospital site to 
expedite the process of integrating a building ontology to the DCH and its objective functions. The following options 
were evaluated:

1. Using python, to generate models programmatically allows transformation of existing datasets into a Brick 
model.

2. Using a UI driven tool (Protege/WebProtege) we found it did not have great utility in generating a brick model 
due to over 180 lines of code in a simple 1 zone local demonstrator test site; this would mean 180 or more 
interactions with the webpage to generate a single model.

3. Using the DCH web-based Brick generation wizard, The DCH has a unique web-based wizard specifically 
targeted toward generation of a Brick model. While Protege/WebProtege were found to be difficult to use, this 
could be attributed to the general nature of the tool for RDF, rather than an RDF based tool designed 
specifically for generating Brick/building models. Consequently, the wizard performs well compared to the 
general RDF tools, but would still likely be difficult to use if on-boarding a large or complex building.

Software: Build a dashboard application for monitoring and reporting on REETSEF performance indicators by 
(Buildings Evolved)

1. 10 KPIs outlined in the REETSEF report were developed covering energy intensity, electrical demand, load-
shifting, air pollution, emissions and reporting, self consumption of renewables, cost and billing.

2. The range of KPIs are clear indicators that help owners and operators of renewable and related energy 
technologies understand and plan to manage building assets in a changing and challenging operational 
environment.

3. The KPIs have been demonstrated on the hospital site using a limited data set. Greater data availability and 
validation of assets and their operation would have improved the results. In future, more buildings and 
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accurate data will demonstrate the effectiveness and maturity of KPIs for validation, feedback and 
improvements. What has been delivered is proof that digital integration can be achieved by bringing the 
buildings in this project to a digital readiness state. 

4. To improve upon energy efficiency or intensity analysis, additional contextual information is needed to 
improve the quality and effectiveness of the KPI indicators. For example, m2 is not sufficient to raise 
awareness of poor performance at a site compared to an energy benchmark without considering factors such 
as climate, building and/or equipment age, building orientation, degree of medical specialisation etc. It is only 
when these factors are taken into consideration that a benchmark is effective. Once poor performing sites are 
identified a deeper dive into operational technology, data from HVAC systems and/or the BMCS should be 
sought to determine causation.

5. Key takeaways from the KPIs at the hospital site are:
a) KPI-1; m2 energy intensity was less than the benchmark, 177 kWh/m2 (although metered area was not 

confirmed) compared to 393 kWh/m2 benchmark average of Australian hospital sites.
b) KPI-4; Peak demand has been declining over the past few years resulting in reduced charges and 

demand on the network.
c) KPI-5; there is low co-incidence between peak electricity consumption and peak wholesale price data 

indicating that the site may benefit from a variable pricing contract with exposure to the wholesale price.
d) KPI-8; maximum electricity demand occurs in the summer and autumn months and maximum demand 

events show the site would benefit from a peak-lopping strategy with the potential to reduce demand 
charges by 30-40%.

e) Once owners and operators are aware of performance issues they can develop new business cases to 
assess energy data by gathering information from BMCS and telemetry data and begin to realise targeted 
efficiencies and benefits from operational and renewable energy technologies.

Software: Build an integration tool set for fast on-boarding to the DCH (Bar-tech)

1. The current implementation of DCH was found to be complex requiring bespoke knowledge for integration. 
Upgrades are required to enable development houses a reasonable time to interface with a database system, 
as a user permissions issues consumed more time than anticipated from the project budget.

2. In addition to the complexity of getting data to DCH was the complexity of getting it out of the existing system, 
the main requirement of this project. There were two main issues with this. The first is some complex naming 
conventions used across the hospital building portfolio to create “meta information.” These were overcome but
required several testing iterations to generate custom code to handle ‘the edge cases’ for generating the brick 
model to ingest into the DCH. 

3. The second was Niagara and JAVA’s lack of good memory management. This resulted in multiple stoppages 
and manipulation of data queries to slowly get the required data instead of getting large chunks as would be 
the standard approach. Time for integration of other sites would be greatly improved from the knowledge 
gained from this project.

4. The successful integration of these hospital buildings into the DCH will enable MNH to achieve strategic goals
optimising energy performance against REETSEF KPIs. It will also inform requirements for future enterprise 
BMS implementations, and enable greater collaboration with research and industry partners. In addition to 
achieving these strategic goals, MNH would be better able to achieve operational goals related to energy 
performance optimisations, including balancing energy usage against achieving indoor air quality (IEQ) 
targets, maximising asset effective-life spans through targeted upgrades of infrastructure that are no longer 
performing efficiently, and determining improved HVAC load requirements for new projects. 

5. For the wider iHub project, the onboarding and integration methodology, lessons learnt and documentation 
functions to support future channel partners such as Bar-tech in on-boarding buildings to DCH, and 
deployment of applications and services.
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 2 DEVELOPMENT OF ONBOARDING TOOLS AND DOCUMENTATION

 2.1 Brick metadata schema, graph database & class-entity relationships

From the Brick Schema website1:

“Brick is an open-source effort to standardise semantic descriptions of the physical, logical and virtual assets 
in buildings and the relationships between them. Brick consists of an extensible dictionary of terms and 
concepts in and around buildings, a set of relationships for linking and composing concepts together, and a 
flexible data model permitting seamless integration of Brick with existing tools and databases. Through the 
use of powerful Semantic Web technology, Brick can describe the broad set of idiosyncratic and custom 
features, assets and subsystems found across the building stock in a consistent matter.”

Brick is an entity-relationship or class diagram of a building, and is utilised by the DCH and other applications to build 
a graph database that provides foreign keys for the unique datastream name within the DCH or other time series 
databases2. This allows querying of the graph database using SPARQL to find a datastream name, or multiple 
datastream names. With the datastream names as a variable, a further query of the time-series database yields data 
from the required datastreams. A metadata schema allows a standard set of classes and naming convention to 
reference arbitrary names sourced from a BMS or other form of operational technology. In this way, a metadata 
schema simply acts as middle-ware – allowing standard database queries to reference any known arbitrary 
datastream name. It is envisaged that the mechanical and electrical trades will provide the relationship between the 
standard Brick metadata schema and the unique names that reside on their client systems.

Brick uses the W3C standard “Resource Description Framework” (RDF) that describes the relationships between 
objects in the form subject, predicate and object. For example, a way to represent the idea that “zone 1 has point CO2
level sensor” would be expressed in RDF as “zone 1” (subject), “has point” (predicate), CO2 level sensor (object). 
Other examples from Figure 1 are “Fan coil 1 is fed by Condenser 1” or “Meeting room is part of Floor 1”. Therefore, 

1https://brickschema.org/   
2 Fierro, Prakash, Mosiman et al (2020). Shepherding Metadata Through the Building Lifecycle.
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queries can rapidly generate a graph of the relationship between these objects so that an application developer using 
the metadata schema can easily find a list of what points zone 1 has, using the above example.

An excellent overview video is available which features the academics behind Brick Schema: Gabe Fierro and Jason 
Koh3.

A reference schema is available at ref-schema.brickschema.org4.

 2.2 Brick: Building a metadata schema

There are a few methods available to generate Brick models, of which all were investigated during the research phase
of the project.

Option 1: Using Python

Brick schema is built and maintained using Python5. Therefore it is a natural place to start generating a Brick model for
the living lab.

Being able to generate models programmatically allows transformation of existing datasets into a Brick model. For 
example, a CSV export of BMS object catalogue can be manually manipulated to provide the subject predicate and 
object for each entity that will form the class diagram. Tools such as OpenRefine6 provide a web-driven method to 
clean and manipulate exported object catalogues ready for ingestion through transformation scripts.

Several examples of python code are available on the Brick Schema GitHub site that perform CSV to Brick model 
conversions7. Other conversion tool code examples in this repository include, IFC (BIM) to Brick8 & TSV to Brick9. In 
addition, readthedocs.io has a page for brickschema python10.

The Brick schema authors and maintainers have built a Python package py-brickschema11 that installs via the Linux 
command using “pip install brickschema”. The brickschema package allows:

• management and querying of Brick models;
• simple OWL-RL, SHACL and other inference;
• conversion of Haystack models to Brick; and
• adding VBIS tags to Brick model, or getting Brick types from VBIS tags12

Brickschema is also used to import various python libraries as shown in Figure 2 for writing applications to generate a 
graph, manipulate entities, or provide parsing and inference.

In our R&D, we validated the above tools, and used the Brickschema python package to generate valid Brick models. 
We further used Brickschema package coupled with SHACL to parse and validate the RDF output of the python script,
3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5w3uu_vevCA 
4 https://ref-schema.brickschema.org/#hasTimeseriesReference 
5 https://github.com/BrickSchema/Brick/tree/master/bricksrc 
6 https://openrefine.org
7 https://github.com/BrickSchema/Brick/tree/master/tools/convert 
8 https://github.com/gtfierro/brick-ifc-convert 
9 https://github.com/BrickSchema/Brick/tree/master/examples 
10 https://brickschema.readthedocs.io/en/add-brickify/source/brickschema.html 
11 https://github.com/BrickSchema/py-brickschema 
12 https://brickschema.readthedocs.io/_/downloads/en/latest/pdf/ 
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stored as a turtle/ttl file. An example is the BrickEntityShapeBase.ttl13, and will likely be a method of application 
developers communicating their data model requirements to integrators..

To achieve a successful parse of the ttl file by SHACL, the full Brick schema ttl file needs to be parsed into the 
generated ttl. However, the integration of the two ttl files is not a prerequisite for loading the Brick ttl into the DCH. In 
this case, line 238 of the image shown in Figure 3 is commented out when writing a file with a target for the DCH, and 
as indicated when the target is a SHACL parser/interpreter.

Another resource provided in the Brick Schema github repository provides a “quick start” as shown in Figure 4 to 
generate a brick model, and provides excellent documentation as comments in code14.

13 https://raw.githubusercontent.com/BrickSchema/Brick/master/shacl/BrickEntityShapeBase.ttl 
14 https://github.com/BrickSchema/Brick/blob/master/examples/example1/generate.py 
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The graph represented in Figure 1 was converted into python using the template shown in Figure 4, and was then 
used to generate a valid Brick model for the DCH.

The main steps in creating a Brick model from raw Python are represented in the Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8.
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In Figure 6, if each triple in each line is read consecutively, it describes the subject, predicate & object. Both directions
are declared: for example, the relationship ‘feeds’ is matched with ‘isFedBy’. This allows the query to travel in both 
directions, querying entities upstream or downstream of the target object.

In Figure 7, each data point is then attached to a unique id for the target time series database, in this case the DCH. 
Brick/Mortar, in contrast, use the relationship “hasTimeSeriesId” coupled with a UUID linking to an ID contained within 
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Figure 5: Brick - defining RDF types in Python to generate a Brick model

Figure 6: Brick - defining relationships between entities in python for a Brick model
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Postgres TimescaleDB. It has not been tested in this project, but it is logically deduced that the same approach would 
work with InfluxDB, Prometheus or other time series databases.

While the sting following the Literal is arbitrary, that that proceeds it is standardised around the Brick schema. Hence a
standardised SPARQL query to an RDF graph will allow the return of a single or an array of unique IDs for the time 
series database.

Brick therefore allows for discovery of entities in the class-relationship diagram/metadata graph, both upstream or 
downstream, and further provides a foreign key to a timeseries database. Application developers, knowing the target 
database, can then perform queries across the resultant datastream names returned from a query against the 
metadata graph.

In Figure 9, a simple Brick model is represented, generated by the above code examples. This ttl file was 
subsequently uploaded successfully to the DCH as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 7: Brick - providing external references to DCH datastream names in python for a Brick model

Figure 8: Brick - Python serialising the output to a TTL file
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TTL files can then be uploaded to the DCH or used to power queries of local time series databases. It is worth noting 
that when using the senaps:stream_id or brick:hasTimeseriesId, the TTL file is then targeted towards a particular 
platform or environment, but could possess multiple external references – i.e. both senaps:stream_id and 
brick:hasTimeseriesId could co-exist.
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Figure 9: Brick - simple Brick schema represented in TTL format. This example is not merged 
with the main Brick Schema TTL.
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Option 2: using a UI driven tool (Protege/WebProtege)

While it is possible to generate a brick model within a UI driven tool such as webprotege15, as shown in Figure 11 or 
Protege and equivalent generalised RDF tools were foundOption 2: using a UI driven tool (Protege/WebProtege) 
to be more useful to view and edit a generated brick model rather than generation itself.

15https://webprotege.stanford.edu/  
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Figure 10: Brick - Python generated Brick TTL file, parsed and loaded successfully into DCH
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Protege/Webprotege were found to not have great utility in generating a brick model. As there are over 180 lines of 
code in our simple 1 zone living lab site, this would mean 180 or more interactions with the webpage or user interface 
to generate a single model. The model generated from the tool could not be iterated, tested or improved upon without 
going back to the beginning each time. Throughout the development of our Python-based solution to Brick model 
generation, we had 8 major iterations, reinforcing that presently a Brick model is best generated in a declarative 
manner, or (more likely) converted from a flat file such as CSV or TSV using Python.

Option 3: Using the DCH web-based Brick generation wizard

The DCH has a unique web-based wizard specifically targeted towards generation of a Brick model. While 
protege/webprotege are difficult to use, this could be attributed to the general nature of the tool for RDF, rather than 
an RDF based tool designed specifically for generating Brick/building models. Consequently, the wizard performs well 
compared to the general RDF tools, but would still likely be difficult to use if onboarding a large or complex building.

First step is to create a site via the DCH website as shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 11: Brick - Stanford University WebProtege RDF viewing tool rendering the Brick 1.2.1 reference ttl graph database
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After a site is created, a building model generation wizard can be launched, or a programatically generated model can 
be uploaded (as a ttl file) as shown in Figure 13.

Step 2-4 are dynamic, with fields expanding depending on number of wings/floors/rooms specified as shown in Figure
14
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Figure 12: Brick - DCH wizard: creating a site

Figure 13: Brick – DCH wizard: step 1
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Figure 14: Brick - DCH wizard steps 2-4
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Following the basic setup providing the structure of the building into wings/floors and rooms, the user is brought to an 
editing screen that allows further addition of zones, equipment and points. From there the user is prompted to create 
the relationships between objects, with the user interface using lookups on type to enforce consistency with the brick 
schema, as shown in Figure 15.

 2.3 Brick: DCH model variations

While the Brick model is intended to be used in a standard way, there were subtle differences with how the DCH 
implemented a Brick model compared with updated versions of the Brick schema. This is due to the rapidly developing
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Figure 15: Brick - adding data points in the DCH wizard and creating relationships between entities. Type 
is a lookup to the Brick schema to enforce consistency.
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capability of the Brick schema: indication of this is that two versions of Brick have been released since the 
commencement of the iHub project.

The variations from the code example provided by the Brick schema github repository include:

Do not bind a URI to the building namespace, bind to a DCH reference comprised of 
“dch:org/<orgName>/site/<siteName>/building/<buildingName>” as shown in Figure 16.

Custom DCH extensions “Bricx” were not required but were noted. The Senaps (DCH) namespace was bound to the 
graph to support custom RDF type stream_id as shown in Figure 17.

SENAPS (DCH) had already defined their own predicate “stream_id” to provide a foreign key store in the metadata 
schema prior to the adoption of BRICK.hasTimeseriesId. As such, we took note of the variation and made our code 
compatible with DCH. There was the option to add both, but as one would be unused, this becomes a stub, as shown 
in Figure 18,

The Brick model does not provide a method on how to interpret data. As such, CSIRO have authored their own 
specification dealing with energy metering which incorporates a few extensions to the brick model (many of which 
have subsequently been backported into the Brick schema). This documentation is available upon request from the 
DCH team at CSIRO, but should form part of iHub DCH 1 reporting.
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Figure 16: Brick - DCH variation: URI reference

Figure 17: Brick - DCH variation: SENAPS namespace, unused BRICX namespace

Figure 18: Brick - DCH variation: SENAPS.stream_id vs BRICK.hasTimeseriesId
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 3 REETSEF REPORTS FOR HOSPITAL BUILDINGS

 3.1 Overview

REETSEF reporting functional requirements are derived from the relevant iHub report by Queensland University of 
Technology (QUT)16, referred to as ‘the REETSEF report’. 10 KPIs from this report were produced using sample 
energy and asset related data sets for the beneficiary, Queensland Health. The resultant reports were produced in 
Microsoft Power BI demonstrating how the KPIs can be useful in helping to understand, manage, and improve the 
energy productivity of healthcare facilities and the value of renewable energy utilisation in these facilities.

Energy Modelling Technology

Buildings Evolved have developed a sophisticated modelling tool that provides users with an interface or web-form 
enabling them to upload, transform and write data from the following sources to a database:

• electricity meter data agent (NEM12);
• electricity retailer invoices (ERM & Origin);
• Bureau of Meteorology (BoM);
• Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO);
• solar irradiance data (Solcast);
• GHG gas emissions factors;
• battery management system; and
• solar PV inverters.

The technical overview of the data architecture from ingestion via the web-form, to processing and transformation, to 
producing KPIs and reports for analysis is shown in Figure 19.

16Ihub, Healthcare Sector: Renewable Energy and Enabling Technology and Services Framework (REETSEF), 2020, p. 12  
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 3.2 System architecture

Figure 19: modelling tool process architecture

The basic architecture involves the following processes:

• ingest data via ETL;
• lay down data into a database;
• allow scripts to run across datasets to calculate required outputs;
• allow an array of scenarios and assumptions to represent different what-if scenarios for modelling;
• automatically calculate costs on an interval-by-interval basis;
• produce report outputs; and
• easily allow database querying to be performed by any standardised BI reporting tools, such as Tibco 

Spotfire, Tableau, Power BI, Grafana et. al.

Various open-source coding languages and software frameworks were used to develop the solution including:

• Python,
• JavaScript,
• PostgreSQL, and
• React.JS, amongst others.

This architecture has user access control, logs and validation processes to ensure data completeness and accuracy. 
The dashboards presented below, designed from KPIs in the REETSEF report17 used data generated from the 
modelling tool.

Users can access the modelling tool via a web-form built on JavaScript and React JS framework. An example 
electricity (NEM12) extract, transform and load workflow is outlined below:

17 iHub, Healthcare Sector: Renewable Energy and Enabling Technology and Services Framework (REETSEF), 2020, p12
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Time-series electricity consumption file from a metering provider in the appropriate NEM12 format is procured and 
validated

Figure 20: NEM12 raw data example

User logs into the web-form and selects the: file ETL from the options tab, selects the validated NEM12 file and 
executes the ETL job as shown in Figure 21.

Figure 21: web form to upload and process NEM12 data

The cron operation picks up the NEM12 file in the queue and a Python script performs the ETL procedure to transform
the file into a typical time-series format in the PostgreSQL database table.
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Figure 22: NEM12 after transformation, laid down in the psql database

The NEM12 ETL also calculates the daily totals for maximum demand, and tonnes of C02 for carbon reporting via a 
lookup into emissions factors under the National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Scheme. Emissions  factors can 
easily be added via the web-form as shown in Figure 23.
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Figure 23: emissions factors set and reviewed via web page

The web-form designed by Buildings Evolved provides users with ‘one-click’ data ingestion of multiple data file formats
relating to building energy management to produce the following outcomes:

• Validate data quality, format and type.
• Transform and normalise data in an appropriate schema for report outputs, and for energy management 

applications, such as:
◦ Billing, and financial modelling of energy systems.
◦ Time-series analysis of energy, and
◦ Carbon reporting.

Being able to save time on energy analysis whilst ensuring information quality and completeness is crucial for  
organisations seeking to take ownership of building energy management initiatives, to save money, increase efficiency
and reduce emissions.
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 4 ENERGY USE INTENSITY & PRODUCTIVITY KPIs

 4.1 KPI 1: Energy Intensity

Key outcomes:  Enable facility, operation managers and other stakeholders to understand electricity performance, 
otherwise known as energy intensity by comparing consumption per area, building and/or site to benchmarks specific 
to hospital facilities.

Key metrics and normalisation factors used: Kilowatt hour (kWh) – historical electricity consumption at the 
electrical meter (NMI) level, per area, building and/or site. And the following normalisation factors relevant to the 
electrical meter:

• Meter squared (m2) – floor area.
• Bed day – the occupancy rate of beds.
• Bed – the number of beds.

Figure 24: KPI 1 - energy usage by intensity

Figure 24 shows energy intensity of a NMI and site by m2, bed and outpatient normalisation factors against 
benchmark values. The top table shows breakdown of asset data and total consumption at an electricity meter (NMI) 
and/or site level. The tiles from left to right show the kWh total per m2, outpatients, and difference to benchmark 
respectively per filtered period. The user can filter the data by electricity meter, site and/or building by date.

Technical method: Time series data in NEM12 format is procured and transformed into a relational database table 
whereby each row of data is an interval of time allowing for accurate historical analysis of energy consumption. 

Energy consumption is then normalised by factors to evaluate energy intensity per m2, bed and bed days (total bed 
volume – outpatients) simply by dividing consumption by each factor.

These normalisation factors are then compared against the benchmark numbers outlined in the ‘Living Labs 
Healthcare Sector Energy Baseline and Key Performance Indicators’ (baseline report)18 set as a static value within the
dashboard. 

18 iHub, Living Labs Healthcare Sector Energy Baseline and Key Performance Indicators, p15.
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Comments on effectiveness: Energy intensity is a measure of the amount of energy used to produce an output, 
such as units produced, or in the case of a hospital, m2, beds and people serviced. Intensity factors function to 
normalise consumption figures by giving context. For example, one site or building may have a greater level of 
consumption than another yet be much more efficient because comparatively it uses less energy to provide a product 
or service. 

The m2 benchmark goal used in this KPI gives an indication on how the site is performing compared to Australian 
capital city public hospitals, which have an energy usage intensity (EUI) of 393 kWh/m2. However, as outlined in the 
baseline report (cited above), the energy intensity normalisation does not indicate causation of variation, merely that a 
variation exists. For example, possible reasons for a variation in energy efficiency could be, climate, building and/or 
equipment age, building orientation, degree of medical specialisation etc. 

Where to from here? More contextual data at hand would enable the comparison of energy performance between 
sites. Data from building management control systems, weather and telemetry systems as well as slow changing 
asset data will provide more context and allow further understanding on building performance. For example, HVAC 
accounts for 47% of electricity in Australian hospitals, understanding the effect of weather or temperature on building 
is indicative of performance:

• Buildings less effected by temperature may have more thermal mass and be suitable for pre-heating or 
cooling scheduling for efficiency. 

• Or conversely, buildings more effected by temperature may be more suitable for a conventional control 
strategy. 

• In another example, a HVAC system that functions near capacity constantly may be ageing and due for 
replacement. 

In short, energy intensity and normalisation factors are useful in identifying poor performers, yet access to contextual 
data is crucial in verifying and understanding what causes poor energy performance and how it can be managed for 
improvement.
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 5 ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIETAL KPIs

 5.1 KPI 2: Avoided GHG emission (tCO2-e and $)

Key outcomes: Ability to put a dollar value on tonnes of C02 avoided from energy efficiency measures per electrical 
meter (NMI), area, building and/or site.

Key metrics and normalisation factors used: Avoided GHG emission = (Baseline CO2-e – Reporting CO2-e) ± 
Adjustments, and Conversion from emission (tCO2-e) to societal benefit ($) uses an estimation of social cost of 
carbon from the baseline report literature (e.g. US$35/tCO2) as a conversion factor. 

Figure 25: avoided greenhouse gas emissions (social cost of t-C)2-e)

Figure 25 shows the breakdown of tonnes of C02 at the electricity meter level, total tonnes, tonnes of C02, and the 
social cost of C02 from the baseline report. The user can filter the data by electrical meter (NMI), area, building and/or 
site per date.

Technical method: Time series data for electricity (NEM12 format) is procured in the same manner as KPI-1. 

Interval gas data was procured in a daily summary format where each row of data contained total consumption per 
gas meter (MIRN) in gigajoules (Gj).

The emissions are calculated from total net kWh and Gj figures over the period of data transformed using the following
calculations as per the REETSEF report19:

19 iHub, Healthcare Sector: Renewable Energy and Enabling Technology and Services Framework (REETSEF), 2020, p13
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Figure 26: emissions factor calculations

Emissions factors from the relevant National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting (NGER) were used in calculating 
tonnes of C02-e from each interval period for both gas and electricity data sources.

The social cost of energy was calculated using the US$35/tCO2 value derived from the Climate Institute report20 
converted to AUD.

Comments: Reporting of greenhouse gas emissions for medium to large organisations is mandatory under the NGER
scheme. Many organisations are choosing to report on non-mandatory emissions sources that contribute to wider 
sustainability initiatives such as carbon neutral and net zero. Positive results above scheme thresholds is often used 
as a highlight topic in sustainability, quarterly and annual reporting.

Where to from here? Being able to account for carbon in a digital system without waiting for conventional methods 
such as billing cycles enables organisations to set targets and burn-down metrics in a dashboard. For example, Figure
27 below shows how sustainability initiatives could be tracked, for example, +- % of goal reached. This could be 
referred to at regular intervals to assist with managing initiatives relative to the goal.

20 TCI, Social Cost of Carbon, 2014, https://www.yumpu.com/en/document/view/46810898/tci-socialcostofcarbon-policybrief-
september2014 
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Figure 27: KPI 2 example with goals

Being able to account for carbon and emissions at the touch of a button, at any point in the reporting cycle is standard 
practice for leading property portfolio managers and owners.

 5.2 KPI 3: Avoided air pollution

Key outcomes: Puts a cost value on air pollution (PM10, NOx, and SO2 gases) impacting populations close to power
stations so that social benefit due to avoided air pollution can be quantified.

Key metrics and normalisation factors used: The calculation applies a damage benefit to each MWh (1000 kWhs) 
of energy saved per gas and as a total damage value. A m2 energy intensity benchmark is used to normalise and 
gauge performance. 

Damage benefit factors21

Figure 28: damage cost for atmospheric emissions from the NSW grid

Baseline energy use (energy intensity benchmark) from the baseline report22 of 393.1 kWh per m2 p.a. was used.

Reported energy usage MWh from source.
21 The Hidden Costs of Electricity: Externalities of Power Generation in Australia, 2009, p28
22 iHub, Living Labs Healthcare Sector Energy Baseline and Key Performance Indicators, p15.
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Figure 29: KPI 3 - avoided air pollution and damage estimates

Figure 29 shows the intensity of damage costs of electricity generation per gas type at the electricity meter level. The 
total damage cost is evaluated against a m2 benchmark for hospitals referenced in the REETSEF report.

Technical method: Time series data for electricity (NEM12 format) is procured in the same manner as previous KPIs.

kWh totals are multiplied by the cost of atmospheric emissions from the grid as:

Value of avoided air pollution = Damage Benefit Factor x Reporting Energy Use.

kWh totals are normalised by dividing kWh totals by total m2 giving a damage cost of gasses per metered area.

The difference in baseline and reported cost of gases is the value of avoided air pollution:

Damage Cost of Baseline (m2) - Reporting Energy Use (m2) x total m2 = Value of Avoided Air Pollution.
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 6 ENERGY NETWORK KPIs

 6.1 KPI 4: Peak demand by period

Key outcomes: To demonstrate the ability of technology and renewable energy systems to support the electricity 
network by reducing demand at critical times.

Key metrics and normalisation factors used: kilovolt amperes (KVA) per period (measure of active power 
intervals).

1. Peak demand derived from KVA calculations at a daily resolution.
2. Date and time matched weather data from nearest weather station.

Figure 30: KPI 4 - peak demand by period

Peak demand (or maximum demand) is applicable to larger consumers of electricity appearing as a charge (usually in 
a $-dollar rate per KVA). Electricity consumers who can significantly reduce maximum demand can also reduce costs 
and demand on the electricity grid and network.

Figure 30 communicates the peak demand (or maximum demand) for a site per NMI. Maximum demand is generally 
calculated as the average between the two highest kilo volt ampere (KVA) intervals in a 12-month rolling period. 

The line chart (top-left) shows the trend of maximum demand over time (in years) per electricity meter (NMI) and/or 
site. The box and whiskers chart (top right) shows the individual KVA readings that are outside a normal distribution 
and thus the significance of efficiency, such as peak lopping activities that would need to occur to reduce maximum 
demand. The closer the outliers are to normal distribution indicates less potential for peak-lopping and/or load-shifting 
benefits. The above chart shows several outliers that would indicate that this site would benefit from peak-lopping.

Average weather info for max demand periods is shown on the bottom right table and KVA normalised by m2 is shown
to the left. This enables easy comparison between sites or electricity meters.

Technical method:

1. Time series data for electricity (NEM12 format) is procured in the same manner as previous KPIs. 
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2. KVA is derived from processing electricity data files (NEM12 format) in the same manner as kWh. 
3. The daily maximum demand (average of two highest KVA intervals) is calculated and written to a separate 

daily summaries table. 
4. The max KVA figure is realised by setting the aggregation method within the BI tool to max, giving the max of 

the max demand table. 
5. Temperature data is joined to electricity consumption data at the interval, date and time level.

Comments: Being able to manage demand at a site level requires monitoring and control of energy consuming 
equipment in real-time. This capability is achieved by bridging the operational technology to information technology 
divide. A modern real-time energy management solution will take sensor data from equipment, controllers and edge 
servers into the cloud for real-time cloud-to-device control whereby change of value readings are stored, alerts are 
triggered in the cloud environment and messages sent back to the edge server and controller to control devices in <1-
second.

Effective demand management is not possible to be achieved manually, via human intervention. For example, by the 
time a message is sent, an individual will likely not have time to act before a peak demand event occurs. For an 
organisation, this may mean that their network demand charge is set for the entire year, or on the network, more base-
load provisioning is required to ensure energy security.

Where to from here? Organisations that can demonstrate load flexibility, that is, curtail consumption or provide rapid 
generation in response to internal, network and market signals can reduce demand charges, participate in demand 
response programs, and FCAS (Frequency Control Ancillary Services) markets and receive benefit and income from 
these functions and services whilst improving energy security on the electricity network.

 6.2 KPI 5: Wholesale cost of peak 30 minute electricity demand

Key outcomes: To determine whether the healthcare facility peak demand is co-incident with periods of network peak
demand.

Key metrics and normalisation factors used: As price is representative of demand on the electricity network, KVA 
and time-matched (co-incident) wholesale spot price data is used to determine a relationship.

Figure 31: KPI 5 - max demand and coincident wholesale spot price
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Figure 31 shows the relationship visually between active power (KVA) and the co-incident wholesale spot price by 
date and time by matching electricity KVA with AEMO data. 

The line chart shows the date and time matched active power (KVA) and the AEMO spot price (rrp). The user can see 
where spikes in KVA and rrp occur. 

The box and whiskers chart on the left shows the outliers from a standard distribution which enables a user to drill into
peak consumption events and see where the coincidence price is at that point in time for comparison.

The tiles, or values down below show the average in terms of KVA and costs enabling the user to get a sense of the 
monetary effects and monetary risk associated with wholesale price exposure.

Technical method:

1. KVA is derived from processing electricity data files (NEM12 format) in the same manner as kWh. 
2. Wholesale market price data (rrp) is collected from AEMO website via an application programming interface 

(API) get function to download data and transform it in a time-series format for date and time matching with 
electricity data. 

3. The wholesale cost of peak demand at the time of occurrence is calculated using actual co-incidental 
wholesale spot prices. This is represented as an average figure using the aggregation function within the BI 
tool.

Comments: Other methods could be used to further establish the strength of the relationship between active power 
consumption or demand and the wholesale spot price. Such as a simple percentage difference calculation whereby 
values closer to 0 would indicate coincidence and reason to stick with traditional retail contracts. Whereas values 
above 100% variance would indicate that a site may benefit from variable pricing. Or alternatively, a regression model 
could be used.

Where to from here? Like KPI-4, benefits derived from active power management, such as peak demand and 
wholesale market participation requires real-time control. Smart controlled devices that are capable of rapid response 
to market conditions and pricing can replace the need for the retailer hedge, the protection against extreme price 
events on the wholesale electricity market.

On a financial level, coincidence between consumption at a site or electricity meter with wholesale price data might 
indicate that a site would benefit from a typical retail to customer scenario whereby the retailer protects the customer 
from extreme pricing events on the market. Whereas conversely, a lack of coincidence between consumption at a site 
with wholesale data indicates that a site may benefit from a variable pricing contract with exposure to the wholesale 
price23.

From a network perspective, more load that is shed during peak and critical periods on the network means less base 
load provisioning, increased energy security and lower prices for consumers.

 6.3 KPI 6: Total Self Consumption Rate

Key outcomes: To determine if electrical load could be shifted to times where solar self consumption is <1. In other 
words, could solar generation be utilised onsite before exporting to the electricity grid?

Key metrics and normalisation factors used: Solar export time series figures per NMI and site.

23  Amber Electric, 2022, https://www.amber.com.au/how-it-works
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Figure 32: KPI 6 - non-consumption of solar generation

Figure 32 shows the non self-consumption (export) of renewable generation at the NMI and site. The chart on the top 
left shows the daily total non self-consumption periods. The chart on the top right shows the time-of-day, or intraday 
profile where non-consumption occurs. The table on the bottom left shows metadata, more details at the interval level.
Whereas the tile on the bottom right shows the total non self-consumption in kWh over the filtered period.

Technical method: In lieu of solar generation data, negative kWh data was used from NEM12 electricity data files, 
procured in the same manner as previous KPIs. Binning time-series data by time allows for the different views of the 
same data, by day to intraday periods. Total non-self consumption is the aggregation of non self-consumption values 
by sum within the BI tool.

Comments: There was a lack of real solar data from inverters at the hospital site. Sample data was used to generate 
the dashboard in Figure 35. 

Where to from here? Excess solar generation is generally wasted energy in terms of financial benefit due to declining
feed in tariff revenues from traditional retail arrangements. Additionally, excess solar can produce frequency and 
voltage issues on the network. Modern inverters have Volt-Watt functions to reduce power output when grid voltage is 
high which limits any remuneration for excess energy generated onsite. However, being able to schedule and control 
loads with smart controlled HVAC for example, loads can be shifted to periods of self consumption and avoid the 
useless effects of the export constraint. 

In another example, smart controlled networks can function as distributed energy resources, able to be co-ordinated to
aggregate controlled loads, to dispatch electricity in MW units as a wholesale market participant or on contract in a 
variable agreement with an aggregation service provider.

 6.4 KPI-7 HVAC Self Consumption Rate

Key outcomes: To determine if HVAC load could be shifted to times where solar self consumption is <1. In other 
words, could solar generation be utilised onsite before exporting to the electricity grid?

Key metrics and normalisation factors used: Kilowatt hour (kWh), historical electricity loads at the electrical meter 
(NMI) level, per area, building and/or site, specifically:
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• Solar export;
• Disaggregated HVAC; and
• A percentage tolerance from total self-consumption is used as a goal.

Figure 33: KPI 7 - HVAC non-consumption of solar PV generation

Figure 32 shows the time of use characteristics of average solar export and HVAC consumption, that is the time of 
day and average amount of excess generation being exported to the electricity grid, and the average HVAC load 
(derived from disaggregation) over the filtered period.

The bottom left card shows the total non-consumption value of excess solar generation being exported to the grid. The
KPI tile on the bottom right shows the amount of solar export occurring outside of typical HVAC operation. A 5-percent
tolerance from total self-consumption is used as a goal. A negative figure in this case is a positive result, indicating 
that a minimal amount of non-self-consumption occurs outside of HVAC operation. Therefore, little benefit would likely 
result from shifting HVAC loads to other periods of the day to maximise the consumption of solar generation onsite. 

Conversely, if there was >5-percent export variance from HVAC then it might be beneficial to shift HVAC loads to 
periods where excess generation is occurring, if possible.

Technical method: Two intraday profiles are used to derive HVAC non-consumption of solar generation:

• average solar export, and
• disaggregated HVAC load.

Aggregation of time series data is required to produce the intraday load profiles. 

A lack of solar data required a deviation from the REETSEF report method, involving, negative consumption, or export
figures from NEM12 (kWh) time-series data used as a substitution for the conditional logic of: 

If solar generation >0, then HVAC (kWh) / solar PV (kWh). 

An average of export time-of-use was binned by time within the BI tool to show the time-of-day (intraday period) that 
export is generally occurring.
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HVAC loads are disaggregated from the base-load electricity using a fuzzy logic algorithm to understand the amount 
of flexible load at any given point in time. The algorithm uses a similar implementation to that of HVAC system 
controls, deciding when to heat or cool based on typical operation of buildings, such as occupancy, internal and 
external temperature conditions. These variables are used to input a rule structure of conditional statements and rule 
matrix that produce an output or conclusion to a rule24.

Fuzzy logic implementation produced load profiles for baseload, heating and cooling (HVAC) time series kWh data at 
a 30-min granularity per NMI and/or site. Similar to the solar export average, an average HVAC usage was binned by 
time within the BI tool to show the time-of-day (intraday period) that HVAC is generally occurring.

The KPI tile functions to apply >5-percent export variance from HVAC via a time-of-use filter to yield solar export 
averages. The filter functions to quantify how much solar export (as a percentage of total) occurs outside of normal 
HVAC operation. A goal value of 5-percent was set as an acceptable tolerance of solar non-consumption considering 
HVAC operation.

Comments: As solar data was not available, a sample data set was used. As such the solar and disaggregated load 
profile is not derived from hospital data.

Where to from here? Commonly, HVAC data is metered along with other electrical systems. This makes deriving the 
HVAC load, or controllable load problematic. The Fuzzy logic method and others such as non-linear regression25 can 
be used to derive and predict HVAC consumption into the future. These methods function to quantify the available 
controllable load used for energy modelling, that is, benefit analysis and scheduling in a sophisticated building energy 
management system capable of matching demand with supply and/or achieving other efficiency goals.

 6.5 KPI 8: Net facility load factor KWh (avg) / peak KVA monthly, seasonally and annually

Key outcomes: Understand the load characteristics at a building and/or site at different time frames so that strategic 
plans can be made to manage electricity consumption.

Key metrics and normalisation factors used: Net Facility Load Factor requires kilowatt hour (kWh), historical 
electricity loads at the electrical meter (NMI) level, per area, building and/or site. The load factor calculation is simply 
the average load divided by the peak load during a specified time period.

24 Encoder, Fuzzy Logic Tutorial, http://www.cassinis.it/Siti%20ex%20Uni/Sito%20webmail/Dida/2003/robb/Documentazione/
Tutorial%20fuzzy%20logic.pdf 
25 Energy and Buildings, Cooling load prediction and optimal operation of HVAC systems using a multiple nonlinear regression 
model, https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0378778818337861 
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Figure 34: KPI 8 - net facility load factor (KWh to max demand %)

Figure 34 shows the average load divided by the peak load during a specified time period and is a measure of how 
‘peaky’ an energy use profile is. The top bar chart shows average intraday energy consumption (kWh) in bars and the 
dark blue line is the daily maximum demand (KVA) per interval relative to historical consumption.

The bottom tiles show the percentage of average kWh compared to the max KVA value over the filtered period, 
seasonally and annually. A ‘peaky’ energy use profile might show higher percentages compared to the maximum 
demand. 

Technical method: The net kWh time-series values are derived from daily kWh totals from ingested NEM12 
electricity data. The daily max demand figures are calculated by taking an average between the highest intervals in a 
day. The yearly max demand, that is the figure used commonly by retailers to calculate demand charges, is simply the
highest daily figure across a 12-month rolling window. 

The load factor calculation is simply the average load divided by the peak load during a specified time period 
calculated as: 

kWh (avg) / KVA (max) 

Each tile shows this calculation as a percentage that is filtered; monthly, seasonally and annually per NMI.

Comments: It is of note that kWh and KVA are not 1:1. If for example a site has poor power factor (power quality 
issues), then the variance between kWh (historical) and KVA (active) power would increase. For this reason, it is 
suggested that an average KVA / max KVA, or a power factor conversion be used instead of kWh for this KPI. 

Also of note is that the axis on the above chart are on different scales, thus they function to visually show a 
relationship rather than give precise scale of the two measures. This is due to the fact that the average kWh figures 
would appear very small on the chart if the axis were set to scale.

Where to from here? Like KPI-4, benefits derived from active power management, such as peak demand and 
wholesale market participation requires real-time control. Smart controlled HVAC systems alerted to spikes in KVA 
could ramp down and avoid setting a new high peak network price. In most network areas, peak or demand charges 
are charged at a $/max-KVA over a 12-month period. Typically, sites with smart controlled HVAC can reduce demand 
charges by up to 40%.
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From the data in the above chart, it is evident that this hospital site would benefit from a peak lopping strategy. Max 
demand for the Year was set at around 8am (dark blue line), and the outliers in the box and whiskers chart on the right
shows a significant variance from a standard distribution indicating that the event was not close to a normal or typical 
operation. In this case it is estimated that 30-40% of demand charge reduction could be achieved.

 6.6 KPI 9: demand response capacity

Key outcomes: Determine load flexibility at any point in time. E.g. how much electrical load is able to be curtailed 
during different peak network periods summer, winter and at different time scales (e.g 6 sec, 1 minute, 10 minutes, 1 
hour, 4 hour) whilst maintaining suitable operating conditions in line with occupational health and safety requirements, 
such as, ASHRAE standards and Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ).

Key metrics and normalisation factors used: Kilowatt hour (kWh) – historical electricity loads at the electrical meter
(NMI) level, per area, building and/or site, specifically disaggregated HVAC loads and a percentage reduction based 
on model predictive controls (MPC) from literature. 

Price data is derived from daily cost of electricity as charged from the retailer.

Figure 35: KPI 9 - demand response capacity & benefits

Figure 35 shows the disaggregated HVAC load as an average in an intraday period. The blue dotted line shows the 
potential for 30% demand response based on MPC algorithm operation26. Whereas the pink area shows the peak 
network time-of-use period relative to HVAC usage. The 30% reduction in the peak network period is quantified in 
kWh capacity and total $-dollar value. the KPI cards from left to right, respectively quantify:

• 1-min capacity (kWh),
• 10-min capacity (kWh),
• total cost of HVAC in the period, and 
• benefits in dollars (avg) derived from delivering total capacity.

Technical method: Time series data for electricity (NEM12 format) is procured in the same manner as previous KPIs.

26 Godina, Rodrigues, Pouresmaeil et. al., 2018, Model Predictive Control Home Energy Management and Optimization Strategy 
with Demand Response.
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The technical method to derive disaggregation of HVAC is the same as KPI-7. 

A simple 30% reduction in consumption is applied based off the literature in lieu of site specific data. With site specific 
data, an MPC algorithm can schedule optimised control of HVAC by:

• sampling the baseline consumption figures;
• understanding the nameplate electrical HVAC load; and
• obtaining interval temperature and humidity data from the BoM.

Steps in the algorithm involve:

• Classification of weather and temperature conditions,
• using inputs to produce regression a multivariate regression analysis of the demand flexibility inherent in the 

HVAC systems;
• identify high humidity but moderate temperature conditions (setting dry mode) and adjust consumption 

accordingly;
• load shift forecast HVAC peak demand for extreme temperature days using various strategies including:

◦ pre-cool and pre-heat;
◦ night purge; and
◦ altering set points based on a thermal comfort model such (ASHRAE).

Comments: The resulting savings estimation is just an example and not representative of any specific results relating 
to hospitals, as:

• Sample disaggregated HVAC data was used, subsequently the average HVAC load is not typical of hospital 
load. 

• Network time-of-use periods are different for each network area, thus the network peak period (in red) are 
used as a guide.

A simple 30% efficiency from building energy management, model predictive control algorithm (MPC) is used to 
quantify benefits.

Where to from here? MPC, in its application, controls HVAC via a smart controller onsite (programmed with the 
algorithm) in real-time, in a continual process of iteration. Each daily cycle, feedback is received and processed for the
next iteration. Typically, buildings with more thermal mass, that are less effected by weather fluctuations are more 
suited to MPC whereby spaces can be pre-heated and pre-cooled based on forecast data and other site specific 
variables. 

Modelling work conducted by Buildings Evolved in the DCH6.1 project27 functioned to quantify the benefits of MPC for 
the project beneficiary, the Department of Education NSW.

 6.7 KPI 10: Energy Cost

Key outcomes: To be able to quantify the cost of energy usage from various sources. In addition, to quantify the 
benefit of wholesale market pricing.

Key metrics and normalisation factors used: Kilowatt hour (kWh) – historical electricity loads at the electrical meter
(NMI) level, per area, building and/or site. Daily gas consumption in gigajoules (Gj). 

Price data is derived from daily cost of electricity and gas as charged from the retailer. 

Wholesale data is derived from average wholesale price per period in analysis.

27 hub, DCH6.1 Project, https://www.ihub.org.au/dch6-1-data-clearing-house/ 
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Figure 36: KPI 10 - energy costs per unit and category per period, vs wholesale spot price

The top table in the dashboard above shows the breakdown of electricity costs per type and transaction. The average 
wholesale price of electricity (rrp) is also provided.

The bottom cards show the breakdown of:

• total electricity charges,
• the retail charge component total, and
• the comparative cost of electricity on the wholesale market.
• The far right tile shows potential savings on a hypothetical wholesale pass-through contract that effectively 

replaces the retail charge component. Note that benefits are not indicative of actual benefits for this site.

Technical method: Electronic files from a retailer are loaded into a web-form. Files are parsed and transformed on a 
row by row basis according to their type and transaction variables. Results are written to a relational database table. 
This table is queried by the BI tool to produce the table and charges. Note that dollar amounts are derived from demo 
data and are not indicative of any specific site.

Wholesale market price data (rrp) is collected from AEMO website via an application programming interface (API) get 
function to download data and transform it in a time-series format for date and time matching with electricity data.

The wholesale benefit KPI is simply the difference between the retail component of costs – the average spot price 
(rrp) on the wholesale market over the filtered time period.

Comments: Organisations who can analyse bills in an electronic format from retailers, suppliers and from time-series 
data can reconcile costs on-the-fly, and manage budgets without waiting for billing cycles.

Where to from here? A digital billing engine can take billing files from a retailer, to display data on-demand in 
dashboards (as above) that shows the breakdown of consumption and costs. This data can be compared to a digital 
tariff engine model whereby energy tariffs are programmed via an ETL to perform one-click tariff modelling from 
NEM12 data files. An example of Buildings Evolved tariff engine model in Figure 37.
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An organisation equipped with such as solution can:

• Keep retailers honest by reconciling bills against consumption at any point in the billing cycle.
• Perform tariff audits easily, comparing offers from other retailers without manual spreadsheets and time 

consuming reconciliation and aggregation tasks.

Electricity retailers employ complex billing structures and mistakes are common. The ability to reconcile bills from 
NEM12 data as a source of truth enables organisations to reconcile charges against actually consumption and prove 
where and when mistakes arise.
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 7 RAPID ASSESSMENT: REETSEF KPI

 7.1 Breadth

The REETSEF reports are a valuable method of assessing the renewable energy integration capability of hospitals. 
The relative ease of acquiring utility data allows a rapid assessment of building/campus performance, allowing 
generation league tables of good and poorly performing buildings, thereby allowing resources to be focused on the 
worst performing buildings. This is where the REETSEF report provides a huge amount of value.

By itself, or in isolation, the REETSEF report does not add a large amount of value. Normalised figures such as 
energy intensity per bed are meaningless without context from similar building topologies. The definition of ‘good’ is 
statistically defined by being above the mean.

 7.2 Depth

The high-level REETSEF reports completed, and the poorly performing buildings/sites identified, the next steps are to 
delve into machine data for each building, derived from the Building Management (& Control) System (BMCS). 
Traditionally, this has been enormously complicated due to differing BMCS, different naming conventions, data 
formats, resolutions. Everything becomes bespoke per site, making this analysis impossible for all but the service 
agent of the HVAC systems themselves.

The Data Clearing House (DCH), coupled with a metadata schema such as Brick, will allow consistent models to be 
queried for the underlying datasteam name. The DCH 9 project shows that data from a BMCS can be rapidly 
onboarded to the DCH allowing analysis at depth to be undertaken, and faults and issues identified at a granular level.
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 7.3 Summary

The range of KPIs are simple to use indicators and normalisations that help owners and operators of renewable and 
related energy technologies better understand and plan to manage assets in a changing and challenging operational 
environment.

The KPIs have been demonstrated on the Royal Brisbane and Women's Hospital using a limited data set. Slow 
changing asset data from buildings such as electrical meter (NMI) to building relationship was unverified. Information 
on HVAC systems from the building management control system was unavailable. Likewise, weather and telemetry 
data at the hospital site was unavailable. Sample data sets and were used to substitute for accurate contextual 
information. Thus, proper analysis at the hospital level and confidence in the KPI output was limited. Greater data 
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availability and validation of assets and their operation will improve the results. More buildings and accurate data will 
demonstrate the effectiveness and maturity of KPIs for validation, feedback and improvements.

Regarding energy intensity, more contextual information will improve the quality and effectiveness of indicators. For 
example, m2 is not sufficient to raise awareness of poor performance at a site compared to a benchmark without 
considering factors such as; climate, building and/or equipment age, building orientation, degree of medical 
specialisation etc. It is only when these factors are taken into consideration that a benchmark can be made and 
buildings can be effectively normalised for comparison against the benchmark. Therefore, energy intensity using a 
single normalisation factor is a shallow dive or precursor for further investigation. However, in many instances, as was 
the case in this project, more information is not readily available. 

Once effective normalisation occurs, poor performance can be understood, benchmarks established  and a more 
meaningful comparison between sites can occur. Once poor performing sites are identified a deeper dive into 
operational technology, data from HVAC systems and/or the BMCS should be sought to determine causation.

Regarding KPI metrics, aggregations of time-series data, such as consumption divided by max consumption are 
simple measures to implement and useful to understand as they align with network charges and indicate potential for 
improvement. Likewise for renewable energy generation, however the building typology of hospitals has less potential 
for generation as they are generally multi-level buildings with less roof space.

In summary, KPIs are a measure of performance, what happens once owners and operators are aware of 
performance issues? It is likely they face the following challenges:

• Having access to timely, accurate data; from billing, time-of-use (time-series), integration of BMCS, to slow 
changing asset data.

• Digitalising and automating systems pro-grammatically, removing the need for manual tasks and eliminating 
the potential for error.

• Realising operational to information technology integration, real-time management and programmatic control 
from device-to-cloud and cloud-to-device signals, alerts and alarms, fault detection, algorithms such as MPC 
to match demand with supply for a balanced network with improved security at reduced cost.

Once organisations have realised capability and integrated technology they can begin to improve energy productivity 
and realise more value from renewable energy technologies, reduce demand on the network, reduce emissions and 
cost to all energy consumers.
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 8 DCH ONBOARDING WORKFLOW AUTOMATION ASSESSMENT

 8.1 Perspectives on DCH workflow integration

The current implementation of DCH is very complex requiring an understanding of a lot of internal processes. There 
should only be one point of truth for an end user, no matter the complexity behind the scenes. Bar-Tech is of the belief
this is planned in coming upgrades as part of the DCH and this would be needed to enable development houses a 
reasonable time to interface with the system. Privilege management is a complex web of three separate systems all 
requiring their own Users and privileges to work. At each step, many hours were used up finding issues on both sides 
of the system to enable the other side to troubleshoot user access issues. This was the most time-consuming part of 
the process and was a major contributor to not being able to get the data in time for BE to complete their work in a 
timely fashion.

Figure 39: builidng metadata schema - a turtle (ttl) file generated programmatically to ingest data to the DCH

In addition to the complexity of getting data to DCH was the complexity of getting it out of the existing onsite system, 
the main requirement of this project. There were two main issues with this. The first is some complex naming 
conventions used to create “meta information” for the technicians complicated the ingestion process adding addition 
time to come up with solutions, around what the naming conventions meant to the brick model. These were overcome 
but required several testing iterations given rules changed between buildings.
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Figure 40: hospital building metadata schema rendered in the DCH

The second was Niagara and JAVA’s lack of good memory management. This resulted in multiple stoppages and 
manipulation of data queries to slowly get the required data instead of getting large chunks as would be the standard 
approach. We required getting only one month of data at a time per history else risk instability of the overall platform. 
Refining this automation took several days to complete and make reliable. This is now working reliably without any 
impact on speed.

Figure 41: list of data points in the DCH for MNH

.
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Figure 42: individual builidng monitor time series data, rendered in the DCH

 8.2 Further DCH development and requirements

Overall the project from our perspective was a success and subsequent projects both at RBWH and on other sites 
would be greatly improved with all the learnings of this project. We believe ingestion of most sites can now be done 
very quickly. We have only added limited units in RBWH to test out the process given the limited time. We have 
ingested an additional test site which has a number of buildings but only completed 2 of those buildings resulting in 
over 1200 points quickly ingested. All these points are updating to the DCH and are a maximum10 minutes out, as 
they are monitored every 5 minutes this means that the data DCH is getting might only be 5 minutes since the 
recording period. Although this is not up to the minute this can be improved. Given the short time frame of the project 
many obstacles were created by that meri fact yet most of Bar-Tech’s final requirements were met. Unfortunately, they
were not met in time for reporting by Buildings Evolved (BE) or any meaningful evaluation of the OpenBMCS product 
from outside of Bar-Tech. Bar-Tech does though have numerous insights that will place future projects in good stead.

Bar-Tech believes the process of data ingestion is now complete. The next projects for Metro North Health should 
focus on being outcomes-based. These projects should focus on what the DCH can deliver from the data collated 
from the BMS’s and what additional equipment should be monitored to get more informed results from the DCH and 
external operators. 

For example, having energy monitoring for all the hospital buildings would allow the DCH and BE’s Business 
Intelligence dashboard to widen the scope of and depth of reporting the current energy profile for the MNH building 
estate in its entirety. This will require a small investment in the meters for each building as Bar-Tech have controllers 
that can monitor these meters close by. The limited kWr is not accurate enough to fully validate the iHub report or give
actionable data to MNH but will give them insights.  Bar-Tech would assume there will be a lot more information that 
will be available given the separation of the buildings with their energy data. This would also be critical going forward 
into an environment focused on greenhouse gas reductions.

Other algorithms that could be used now are Automatic Loop tuning and energy validation of A/C Equipment, 
Optimum Scheduling, load shifting and many more. All these algorithms are not standard practice in BMCS but are 
invaluable for energy efficiency in this new data enabled environment.
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 9 CONCLUSION & FUTURE OF DCH AT METRO NORTH HEALTH

 9.1 Building maintenance engineering & facilities

Metro North Health can achieve strategic goals of tracking and optimising energy performance against REETSEF 
KPIs to inform the requirements for future enterprise BMS implementations, enable greater collaboration with research
and industry partners by providing data to third parties using role-based permissions and evaluate the overall value 
and security of the DCH. In addition to achieving these strategic goals, Metro North Health would be better able to 
achieve operational goals related to energy performance optimisations, including balancing energy usage efficiency 
against achieving Indoor Air Quality targets, maximising asset effective-life spans through targeted upgrades of 
infrastructure that are no longer performing efficiently, and determining actual HVAC loadings and requirements (ie, 
for ensuring supporting infrastructure for Business Continuity is adequate based on an understanding of “real-world” 
HVAC usage.)

 9.2 Sustainability, assets & infrastructure

Metro North Health is currently delivering the Green Metro North – Sustainability Strategy 2021-202628, which includes
a commitment to take action towards environmental sustainability and deliver high quality health services for our 
community and future generations. This i-Hub project supports the delivery of the Sustainability Strategy through the 
strategic elements of:

• Green facilities: Build and maintain all facilities, plant, and infrastructure to enhance environmental 
sustainability and resilience

• Green monitoring: Measure, monitor and report on key sustainability metrics to track progress and identify 
opportunities for improvement

• Green partnerships: Collaborate with other organisations to improve sustainability performance and 
innovation within the healthcare sector

The i-Hub project will also provide valuable analysis in the development of our Energy Implementation Plan. The 
Energy Implementation Plan will explore initiatives designed to reduce emissions, improve resilience and transition to 
renewable energy. Strategies to investigate include on-site solar panels, energy contract reviews, decarbonising 
relevant equipment and infrastructure, and additional opportunities to reduce energy wastage and enhance energy 
efficiency.

Metro North Health is proud to be the trial location of the i-Hub project, and we are particularly excited at the potential 
expansion of this technology across other health services to improve emission reductions nationally. 

28 https://metronorth.health.qld.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/green-mn-sustainability-strategy-21-26.pdf 
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